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     MILAN

     LUCERNE

                 Singapore ✈ Milan DAY 1

               MilanDAY 2

               Milan-Fidenza Village - ZurichDAY 3

               Zurich- Mt.Titlis (Scenic Train - 
                Lucerne) - Titisee

DAY4

     TITISEE 

               Titlis - FrankfurtDAY 5

(B/D)               Frankfurt - AmsterdamDAY 6

Lion Monument - is a sculpture in Lucerne, Switzerland, It commemorates the Swiss
Guards who were massacred in 1792 during the French Revolution, when
revolutionaries stormed the Tuileries Palace in Paris, France. 
Wooden Chapel Bridge - is a covered wooden footbridge spanning diagonally across
the Reuss River in the city of Lucerne in central Switzerland. 
Mt.Titlis - is a mountain in Central Switzerland, to be reached by a revolving cable
car. At 3032 m, you can enjoy the eternal snow and the beautiful views.

Castello Sforzesco
Milan Cathedral
Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II

Fidenza Village

Sforza Castle lion Monument Mt.Titlis

(D)

(B)

Amsterdam Canal Cruise
Included

Titisee Lake - offers a serene and picturesque experience, and including a boat cruise
enhances the enjoyment of the stunning surroundings. 
Titisee - is a charming town in the Black Forest region of Germany known for its
scenic lake, Titisee, and traditional cuckoo clock craftsmanship. 
Demonstrations on Cuckoo Clock making - often highlight the traditional
woodworking techniques and craftsmanship that go into creating these iconic
timepieces. (subject to time permit)

Titisee Lake (Boat Cruise Included) (Mid April - Oct)
Cuckoo Clock making demonstration

(B/D)

(B/D)

(B)

Sforza Castle - is a medieval fortification located in Milan, northern Italy. It was built
in the 15th century by Francesco Sforza, Duke of Milan, on the remnants of a 14th-
century fortification. Later renovated and enlarged, in the 16th and 17th centuries it
was one of the largest citadels in Europe
Milan Cathedral – is the cathedral church of Milan, Lombardy, Italy. Dedicated to the
Nativity of St Mary, it is the seat of the Archbishop of Milan, currently Archbishop
Mario Delpini.
The Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II - is the world's oldest shopping mall, the Galleria is
named after Victor Emmanuel II, the first king of the Kingdom of Italy.
Fidenza Village -  It is part of the Chic Outlet Shopping group and offers a unique
shopping experience with a collection of prestigious fashion and lifestyle brands. 

Scenic Train Ride (Included, Valid 1 Apr-15 Nov)
Mt Titlis (Include Cable Car Tickets)
Lion Monument
Chapel Bridge
Bucherer Retail watch & jewelry (Shopping)
German Pork Knuckle with Black Forest Gateau

*  (Scenic Train Ride, if miss the train or when not valid period  
will be replace by buses)

     AMSTERDAM
Canal cruises in Amsterdam - are a great way to experience the landscape, history
and culture. Take an Amsterdam boat tour and watch the scenery glide past.

Diamond Factory
Amsterdam Canal Cruise

 Scenic Train Ride
(Ticket Included)
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     AMSTERDAM                Amsterdam DAY 7

               Amsterdam - ParisDAY 8

Zaanse Schans Arc De Triomphe Eiffel Tower

Zaanse Schans - is a neighborhood in the Dutch town of Zaandam, near Amsterdam.
Historic windmills and distinctive green wooden houses were relocated here to recreate
the look of an 18th/19th-century village.
Keukenhof * - also known as the Garden of Europe, is one of the world's largest flower
gardens, situated in the municipality of Lisse, in the Netherlands. Keukenhof Park covers
an area of 32 hectares and approximately 7 million flower bulbs are planted in the
gardens annually. 

(B)

Zaanse Schans Or Keukenhof *

During Tulips seasons Zaanse Schans will
be replaced by Visit Keukenhof Garden
(opening period 21st Mar to 12th May )

La Vallee Village (Shopping)

               Paris ✈ Singapore     
DAY
10

               Singapore     
DAY
11

(B)

               Paris     DAY 9 (B/L)

Arc de Triomphe 
Champs Elysees (Drive Pass)
Place de la Concorde (Drive Pass)
Eiffel Tower 
Notre Dame Cathedral (Drive Pass)
Alexander III Bridge (Drive Pass)
Galeries Lafayette (Shopping)
Printemps (Shopping)

     PARIS
La Vallee Village - The ultimate open-air shopping experience awaits at our beautiful
Village, where more than 110 boutiques offer exceptional savings all year round.
Galeries Lafayette - is a famous French department store chain that is renowned for its
luxury shopping experience, high-end fashion, and iconic flagship store in Paris. 
Printemps - is another iconic department store in Paris, known for its luxury shopping
experience and stylish offerings. 
Eiffel Tower - is an iron lattice tower located on the Champ de Mars in Paris. It was
named after the engineer Gustave Eiffel, whose company designed and built the tower.
Arc de triomphe - is one of the most famous monuments in Paris. It's honours those who
fought and died for France in the French Revolutionary and the Napoleonic Wars, with the
names of all French victories and generals inscribed on its inner and outer surfaces.
Beneath its vault lies the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier from World War I.

Comfortably rest 8 nights at 4-star
hotel throughout the tour

 8 Breakfast / 1 Lunch
 3 Dinner (Inclusive)

 For Reservation or any other further
enquiries , pls kindly contact our staff 

Disclaimer: Due to Covid-19 travel restrictions, local / religious festivals, public holidays, weather condition, transport technical issue, acts of nature, Search Travel
reserved the right to alter the sequence or change, amend or alter the itinerary if necessary, with or without prior notice.

Remark: There will be no refund or replacement if the tour logistic affected by the above issue. All pictures are for illustration purpose only

 Optional Tours

(B)

Additional activities that complement
your holidays will be at your own
discretion and is entirely optional . •
Minimum group size may apply. 

Rhine Falls - 35 Euro
Heidelberg - 60 Euro
Amsterdam - Volendam - 49 Euro
Paris - Seine River Cruise - 25 Euro

Tipping € 110 per person 
(Not Inclusive)
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